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INTRODUCTION

imagination - Greek proverb

their culture supply a recognizable set
of symbolic forms for the artist to use
for their expression.

Art through out history has at least been,
in the minds of the creaters utilitarian. To
our ancient ancestors art was considered
a matter of life or death. The Hopi
Indians believed that if they did not
perform the sun ritual dance the sun
would literally not rise in the morning.
Whereas the Greeks believed their
temperamental gods could be swayed by
the creation of temples or a particularly
fine statue.
The artists represented here are not
supported by such a culture nor does

Their attempts to make into form what
was urgently inside of them made them
into outcasts. Why did make their
work, and who did they make their
work for? My work at The Alabama
University Department of folklore and
culture has not been to try to answer
these thorny questions but rather
preserve and present the works of these
men and women who I believe want
nothing more than to reach out and be
understood.

culture is the overflow of human
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Introduction to Cholula and the Face of God Church
We in the south are a practical people

when we speak of culture we mean
work, family, and God. Traditionally
our culture has allowed only in our
religious life flights of the imagination
but by the very definition of
fundamentalism, namely a literal
translation of the Bible, those teachings
have become cold and devitalized, but
by blocking this flow it often surfaces
elsewhere often with tragic results.
The time these four stories occurred
was a time very different from our
own. At the beginning of the last
century, people such as Freud, Yung,
Madame Blavatsky, Einstein and the
surrealists all vied to define an
increasingly uncertain sense of our
place in the world. In short, There was
a belief that the contradictions of
science and religion could be
reconciled. Yung's fascination with
Cholula is well known but Cholula's

tragic fate convinced Yung and others that
religion and science were pursuits best
left separate. It was a time when reason
was thought to have the power to free
man of his superstitious nature but it soon
became apparent reason could be used as
a tool to justify just about anything.
Cholula saw men's lives and increasingly
the men themselves in symbolic form
with himself as puppeteer setting them on
various trajectories. The three men
Lowery, Beachwood, Foset found
themselves expelled from the church on a
trajectory not of their choosing yet each
faced their fate bravely. In viewing the
work contained in this volume it is
important to remember the artwork that
ensued must be considered part of
Cholulas trajectory as well.
Lee Edwards Editor
Alabama Department of Folklore and
Culture
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BUNK FOSET
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Bunk Foset
Bunk Foset’s connection to Cholula has
fueled his fame, but the work of Bunk Foset
stands on its own. His work has crossed over
into popular culture, such as on the album
covers of Death Metal Bands or so-called
"occult bands." He was second in command
at Cholula’s compound and appeared to have
Reverend Cholula's absolute trust. A reputed
Klansman and disgraced police officer, he
struck many as an odd choice for the church's
head of security.
After the fire, Foset was found
wandering the streets on the outskirts of Sand
Mountain, unable to speak or respond to
inquiries about his identity. It was clear he
had undergone surgery by Cholula from the
small and skillfully healed holes in his upper
forehead. Without modern fingerprinting and
forensic
techniques,
Foset
remained
unidentified for days.
Much has been written about
Cholula's "soul release" which was
essentially a lobotomy but Foset’s strange
surgery was something new. Foset was dazed
and tired but he was recovering. In eight
months, it was deemed he could leave the
hospital, and he was discharged to his wife
Sarah's care. It had been years since they'd
seen one another since Sarah wanted nothing
to do with the Face of God Church. It is
amazing she took him back as Foset had
always been "an abusive brute," a trait that
had served him well as the disciplinarian of
the church and a policeman.
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At first, Sarah reported he was a
changed man, kind and humble, but eventually
it became known, although rational in every
other way, he believed she was an impostor. He
was wary of her, and no one could dispel the
notion she was not his wife. Today this
condition is known as Capgras syndrome but
was unknown at that time. Foset also suffered
from REM disorder syndrome. A condition
where one becomes agitated in REM sleep,
thrashing about violently enough to be a danger
to a bedmate. A second symptom of REM
disorder is exceptionally vivid dreams. With
the damage to the language center that Foset’s
brain suffered It was not surprising he turned to
drawing as an outlet for his distress.
He had little memory of his time with
Cholula, saying one thing one day, and another
the next day, at a loss as to how he could have
contradicted himself. Oddly enough, despite
their fantastical nature, I believe he was
looking to the drawings for solid ground.
Although his imagery is often adult in nature,
his degree of expression is childlike, providing
no filter or guile to Foset's inner state. Foset
felt alone in a world of incomprehensible
beings and used the drawings to test the limits
of that world. In the beginning, the pictures
were encouraged, and their gruesome nature
was thought to be therapeutic. Though when he
depicted his wife as a harpy and a succubus
and drew himself as an anatomically correct
Minotaur scrawling "New Normal" on the
drawing (a phrase his therapist used with him
in therapy) his drawing was then deemed a less
than healthy activity.
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Of note was his one and only
visit to Beachwood. Instead of talking
about their time with Cholula, Foset
chose to focus on Beachwood's artwork;
this direction being much preferred by
Beachwood himself. Foset painted two
pictures in "homage" to the visit: a quite
remarkable version of Beachwood's
Kracken and a Xanadu that perhaps
aptly, seems to be all clouds. Foset's late
works such as “Little Red Riding Hood”
appears to reflect a Beechwood-like
karmic outlook. In “Beast Milk” the
poison of the mother being passed to the
next generation is presumably about the
relationship between him and Cholula.
Viewing Cholula in the feminine may
seem odd, but aside from his self-portrait
as a minotaur, all Foset's other creations
were female, an interesting detail of his
psyche I leave to the experts.
When Foset's wife disappeared
under mysterious circumstances, he was
committed by the court and his former,
fellow lawmen to the Albertville Asylum
for the Mentally Insane. That he was
able to forestall the inevitable for so long
is a testament to Foset’s cunning.
The Albertville Asylum for the
Mentally Insane was anticipated to hold
no more than 250 patients, but by 1940s
it held more than a thousand inmates.
The 30 acres of grounds included a
chapel and cemetery. Inmates grew their
own vegetables and maintained the land
upon which the hospital sat. The asylum
provided good if indifferent care to its
patients until Dr. David Huntsman took

over. He brought supposedly new ideas
on mental illness, and much suffering
ensued. Dr. Huntsman had concluded that
mental illness was caused by infections in
the body. To test and prove his wild
theories, he began to remove patients
infected teeth and even amputate infected

limbs. But the asylum's real claim to fame
was for castrating many of its patients. In
1934 Alabama law gave thumbs up to the
castration of chronic criminals, idiots,
epileptics, imbeciles and the insane. As a
result, 64 castration's took place at the
Albertville hospital this was particularly
troubling considering the hospital was
later found to have many patients who
identities and illnesses were unknown
and lacked the proper paperwork to be
committed.
I've seen videos of the asylum's
residents roaming around and being fed
like animals; I'd like to think Foset could
have escaped out of doors to the grounds
and wandered the outdoors he loved so
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well. It must be assumed he was much amused
watching Huntsman parallel Cholula in the
abuses he penetrated against the inmates.
Somewhere along the line, Foset began to
preach to them.
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Foset found his “ preaching voice" and
he drew huge crowds in the corridors and
subbasements of the asylum. They were drawn
by the passion and energy of the man, qualities
so steeped out of the inmate's life that they
were drawn to him like moths to a flame. Of
the nature of what he preached little is known.
What we do know is he returned to Cholula
and attempted to recreate Cholula's Bible,
often drawing the illustrations as the sermon
itself.
What remains of Foset’s drawings
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were found in a cardboard box among his
belongings when he died. It is a wonder they were
kept at all. But for once indifference saved the
day, a janitor put them into storage, and 24 years
later they were rediscovered, a little moldy but
otherwise intact.
After the abuse Cholula perpetrated on
Foset, why did he return to Cholula’s theology?
Perhaps Foset realized it was not the message that
Cholula’s followers were responding to but the
vitality of the man. That vitality, even vicariously
experienced, provided a sort of healing in those
whose own vitality had been burned away. Foset,
the man Cholula trusted most, eventually betrayed
him for Foset's ministry was a Ministry of the
idiot,
his
followers
watching
him
uncomprehending and open-mouthed as he burned
like a star before them.

1 Animal Spirits

This is the only known piece of Foset's done before his surgery while he was living at the
compound. It contains the formality and rich tonality of Cholula's works. Perhaps depicting the
cats Foset killed by the dozens, to learn anatomy and practice various surgical procedures.
Pen and ink on paper 18 x 24"
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2 The Cat Woman Corpse
This gruesome early painting, again on the theme of cats, illustrates the decline in
Foset's faculties from when he did the previous "animal spirits". The question of weather
it refers to guilt, humor, or a visceral memory is anyone's guess? Foset said it referred to
a practical joke he played on Cholula. Commenting," I knew it would be time to leave if
Cholula started laughing at my jokes."
Ink and watercolor on paper
20 x 30"
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3 Half Chimera
A Chimera is a creature made up of the parts of various animal's. Traditionally,a lions
body, an eagles wings and head, and a snake for a tail. To be a half Chimera points at
the incompleteness of a creature that is already a confused assembly of parts.
Pencil and ink on paper
32 x 24"
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4 & 5 The New Normal Minotaur

An interesting note, in order to sell this painting, Foset painted over the Minotaur's
phallus. Compare the final version to an original photo of the piece I found in of all
places, the files of the Albertville Police Department.
Ink on paper
33 x 45"
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6 Harpy
The associations with harpies are numerous, from the taunting witch of Greek mythology, to
Dante's city of Dis, to the colloquial nagging wife.
Ink and watercolor on paper
40 x 30"
14

7 Little Red Riding Hood
One of Foset's most popular images, Little Red Riding Hood has exacted her revenge on
the wolf and donned the wolves pelt. Perhaps as in" Beast Milk" the trauma of the victim
makes them into the victimizer.
Ink and watercolor on paper
32 x 22"
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8 Kraken, after Beachwood
A remarkable piece .Foset supposedly painted it out of jealousy for the attention Beachwood
was receiving. saying," I could paint these pictures Beachwood does in my sleep.
Watercolor on paper
30 x 45"
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9 Xanadu, after Beachwood
The theme of Xanadu was an obvious reference to heaven for Beachwood. Foset portrays
a similar floating ruin but covers it with a friendly cloud-like atmosphere.
Watercolor on paper
30 x 45"
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10 Succubus
A succubus is a mythological demon that drains the
life of a man by sapping his sexual energies. Whether
Foset is being provocative or making a comment on
his new relationship with his wife is unclear.
Ink and watercolor on paper
32 x 44"
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11 Beast Milk
Foset commented that this
piece was about the passing
of the poison from the mother
to the offspring. The cat is a
reoccurring theme in Foset's
work perhaps a reference to
the cats that Cholula had him
dissect in order for Foset to
become Cholula's surgical
assistant.
Ink on paper
48 x 30"
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ALBERTVILLE ASYLUM DRAWINGS
There are just over 60 works I found in the box left in Albertville asylum. Some are in

better condition than others, some are clearly in reference to Dante's and Cholula's work,
others are not. Foset left no text to accompany his work. The reasons for this may never be
known although it may simply be that his congregation was largely illiterate.
I have picked a sampling of the illustrations to illustrate the scope of project. Although the
work is as not technically polished as Cholulas it has a vigor and passion, an unrestrained
quality that is ahead of its time.
1
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1 Evil Councilors
Ink and chalk on paper
9 x 12"
2 The Thieves
Ink and chalk on paper
8 x 14"
3 The Shades
Ink and chalk on paper
8 x 14"
4 Lead Cloaks
Ink and chalk on paper
12 x 18"
5 The Corrupt
Ink and chalk on paper
8 x 12"
6 The Giants
Ink and chalk on paper
8 x 12"
7 Winged Demon
Ink and chalk on paper
12 x 12"
8 Sick Man
Ink and chalk on paper
7 x 12"
9 The Lustful
Ink and chalk on paper
12 x 12"
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10 Cerberus
Ink and chalk on paper
10 x 12"
11 Flying Man
Ink and chalk on paper
8 x 12"
12 Man and Snake
Ink and chalk on paper
8 x 12"
13 Weeping Man
11
Ink and chalk on paper
10 x 10"
14 The Angel
Ink and chalk on paper
8 x 12"
15 Fallen Angel
Ink and chalk on paper
11 x 14"
16 The Fortune Teller
Ink and chalk on paper
11 x 14"
17 The Circles
Ink and chalk on paper
16 x 24"
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